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- A powerful and efficient application for managing bookmarks - Supports a new URL creation, drag and
drop, importing - Export to IE - Tools for browsing the sites stored in the database - Ability to organize the
bookmarks by category and sub-category - Supports multiple languages - Ability to import/export your
bookmarks - Save bookmarks directly to your computer - Save bookmarks in plain text format - Save in HTML
format - Free trial version StorURL is a lightweight software application that helps you store and organize
your favorite URLs. It sports a clean and simple layout that offers quick access to all its main functions. A
new website can be added to the database by providing a valid URL, title and description. It is possible to
create multiple categories and include subcategories for managing your bookmarks easily. You can manually
enter the URLs in the dedicated dialog, or drag and drop them in the primary panel. The application provides
importing options, as it allows users to import the bookmarks from Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Internet
Explorer, or add a new one to the list. Exporting the created database to Internet Explorer is also possible.
Bookmarks can be edited, copied and removed from the list, and you can save the selected category or all of
them to HTML file format. The application allows users to open the sites directly from the primary panel, or
preview the web content with the built-in browser. Moreover, you can quickly find a bookmark in the list
(thanks to its built-in search engine), keep your information private by setting up passwords, and scan the
links to check their validity. Customizing the looks of the application can be done by selecting a transparency
level, using large fonts, and picking a foreground and background color. Hotkeys are available for a better
control of the entire process, but they cannot be reassigned. During our testing we have noticed that the
program is able to create a database efficiently and without errors throughout the entire process. It also
manages to remain light on the system resources, so it doesn’t affect the overall performance of the
computer. Overall, StorURL provides a user-friendly environment to help you store URLs quickly and with
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minimum effort. It’s easy to work with and suitable for novices and professionals alike. StorURL Description:
- A powerful and efficient application for managing bookmarks - Supports a new URL creation, drag and
drop, importing - Export to IE
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- Organize URLs - Create, edit and remove bookmarks - Add and manage categories - Export your bookmark
database - Import your bookmarks from: Firefox, Opera, Internet Explorer - Paste URLs from clipboard or
files into the program - Import/export sites to/from Internet Explorer - Import/export sites to/from Firefox and
Opera - Search for bookmarks in list - Open sites directly from list - Preview URLs in Internet Explorer -
Import sites from text files - Import sites from directories - Import sites from database - Add an automatic
feed - Automatically open bookmarks from a file (just add URLs to the file) - Add an automatic feed to a folder
(just add URLs to the folder) - Import feeds from file (just add URLs to the file) - Import feeds from folder
(just add URLs to the folder) - Show status in menu bar - Configure through settings - Double-click hotkeys in
toolbar - Change transparency level - Change fonts - Change wallpaper - Change colors - Start with empty
database - Start with an existing database - Remove bookmarks - New settings - Open folder at start - Open
subfolder at start - Double click to open - Open multiple sites - Select from list - Select from directory - Select
from file - Select from folder - Select from URL - Search in list - Selected with mouse - Selected with
keyboard - Selected and removed - Select last - Automatic feed - Set password - Set feed - Edit feed - Empty
feed - Automatically update - Change feed URL - Change feed date/time - Change feed title - Change feed
description - Change feed folder - Change feed folder target - Change feed folders - Change feed folder target
- Change feed folders - Set feed width - Set feed height - Preview feed - Preview feed title - Preview feed
description - Preview feed folder - Preview feed folders - Preview feed folder target - Preview feed folders -
Preview feed folder target - Export settings - Export categories - Export sites - Export URL - Export status -
Export feedback - Open feedback - Archive feed - Archive feed title - Archive feed description - Archive feed
folder - Archive feed folder target - Archive feed folders - Archive feed folders target - Archive feed folders
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- A lightweight software application that helps you store and organize your favorite URLs - Manages Firefox,
Opera and IE bookmarks - Easy drag and drop upload - Import from Mozilla Firefox, Opera and IE - Export to
html file - Removes duplicate bookmarks - Clean and simple interface - Automatic synchronization with
Mozilla Firefox - Removes duplicate bookmarks - Clean and simple interface - Import from Mozilla Firefox,
Opera and IE - Export to html file - Automatically synchronize with Mozilla Firefox - Converts direct links to
web addresses - Compatible with Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 - Lasts up to 5 years 2. E-Bookmark
Browser - Internet/News... e-Bookmark Browser is a small and fast news aggregator application for keeping
track of new online information, especially about your favorite sites. It allows you to easily bookmark
frequently visited websites, or save them in your collection to use them later. 3. Karma Browser for Pocket
PC - Internet/Browsers... Karma Browser for Pocket PC is a pocket-friendly browser, that keeps track of the
books in your collection so you can find and open them later, anytime and anywhere. This small application
has an intuitive user interface, requires no installation and is simple to use. The main purpose of Karma
Browser for Pocket PC is to synchronize online bookmarks with a Pocket PC, so you can browse online from
anywhere. It provides a link list to access internet sites. You can add, edit and delete online bookmarks, as
well as close, open or search any book in your collection. It provides a link list to access internet sites. You
can add, edit and delete online bookmarks, as well as close, open or search any book in your collection.
Karma Browser for Pocket PC allows you to access web sites directly. The application's straightforward
interface is easy to use, and it is compatible with Windows Pocket PC 2000, 2003, Windows XP, Windows
Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10, as well as other Pocket PC systems such as Pocket PC 2003,
Windows Mobile 2003, Smartphone 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005. Karma Browser for Pocket PC is a small
application, and doesn't require to be installed. It is simple to use, and it can be kept active in the
background. It is compatible with almost all Pocket PC systems.... 4. Shoebox - Internet
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What's New In?

StorURL is a lightweight software application that helps you store and organize your favorite URLs. It sports
a clean and simple layout that offers quick access to all its main functions. A new website can be added to the
database by providing a valid URL, title and description. It is possible to create multiple categories and
include subcategories for managing your bookmarks easily. You can manually enter the URLs in the
dedicated dialog, or drag and drop them in the primary panel. The application provides importing options, as
it allows users to import the bookmarks from Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Internet Explorer, or add a new one
to the list. Exporting the created database to Internet Explorer is also possible. Bookmarks can be edited,
copied and removed from the list, and you can save the selected category or all of them to HTML file format.
The application allows users to open the sites directly from the primary panel, or preview the web content
with the built-in browser. Moreover, you can quickly find a bookmark in the list (thanks to its built-in search
engine), keep your information private by setting up passwords, and scan the links to check their validity.
Customizing the looks of the application can be done by selecting a transparency level, using large fonts, and
picking a foreground and background color. Hotkeys are available for a better control of the entire process,
but they cannot be reassigned. During our testing we have noticed that the program is able to create a
database efficiently and without errors throughout the entire process. It also manages to remain light on the
system resources, so it doesn’t affect the overall performance of the computer. Overall, StorURL provides a
user-friendly environment to help you store URLs quickly and with minimum effort. It’s easy to work with and
suitable for novices and professionals alike. ... plus a few more Okay, let's take a look at some of the features
and benefits of this software. *Customization: For example, you can change the font, and set the background
and foreground colors. *Search: * ...and a few more Let's take a look at some of the features and benefits of
this software. *Customization: For example, you can change the font, and set the background and foreground
colors. *Search: * ...ast specific to the System you use, the graphics will be in the following formats:
Windows: Windows 98, 95, 3.11, NT, ME Macintosh: II, II Plus, IIGS, IIc, Classic, PowerPC, Macintosh, G3
Linux: Linux, Open-SUSE, Red Hat, Mandrake, SuSE Solaris: Sun, Unix The program also provides system
...aster specific to the System you use, the graphics will be in the following formats: Windows: Windows



System Requirements For StorURL:

Windows 7 1 GB system RAM DirectX 9.0c WII U About The Game: Fancy yourself a Master of the Unreal
Tournament? Fancy yourself a Master of the Unreal Tournament? Then experience the masterpiece of Epic
Games themselves – Unreal Tournament 3, which has been the favourite PC game for years! Unreal
Tournament 3 is the first Unreal Engine powered game developed by Epic Games and is based on the same
engine as the award-winning Unreal Engine 2 games, Unreal Tournament 2004 and Unreal Tournament 3!
Unreal Tournament 3 is
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